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Introduction. I

Prior to initiating this study PROBE*, in conjunction with the Current

Issues in Higher Education class at the University 9f Northern Iowa, conducted

a survey of the ranking officers of postsecondary educational institutions in

Iowa during the summer of 1979. Included in the survey sample were the heads

of forty-two postsecondary eduCational institutions- -the ranking officers of

the state's.twenxy-seven four-year colleges and universities (public and pri-

vate) and the\superintendents of the state's fifteen merged area schools (state-

supported, two-year poststcondary institutions). That limited study served as

ajpilot test of the survey instrument and data.analysis techniques employed in

the implementation of a nationwide survey of college and university presidents

which was launched by PROBE during the winter of 1979-80. This national survey

generated the findings and conclusions that are the substance of this report.

The survey was undertaken with financial assistance from both the College of

Education and the Graduate 'College at the University of Northern Iowa. The heads

of 1345 colleges and universipies in the United States were invited to participate.

Of these, 481 were public institutions and 864 were under-private sponsorship.

The institutions polled were identified on the bads 6f their participation in

teacher education according to data released by the RITE Project at Indiana Uni-

Vt versity in 1976.

1.1)
The survey instrument employed was a one-page, self-mailing questionnaire.

It was desigplOd to accomplish four major objectives: (1) the collection of demo-

.graphic data; (2) the identification and evaluation of experiences included in, a
the incumbents' professional backgrounds; (3) the identification and evaluation,

*PROBE is an acronym,f0t Practical Research into Organizational/Behavior and Effect-

iveness. This independent research organization is headquartered on the University

of Northern Iowa campus. The authors co-direct-the agency's operations; Dr. tuea

is director of research and Dr. Bishop serves as director of fhe organization's
education division.



of administrative tasks and. concerns in terms of time consumption, imiportance

and strepotential; and (4) the identification of major issues' confronting

educational institutions--now and in the future.

Questionnaires were distributed in two mailings. The.first was dispatched

in late October with a return deadline of November, 6, 1979. A second question-
.

naire was sent to non-respondents in late Januarx with a reSponse deadline of .

February 15, 1980,',

Findings

.

Survey Response

A total of 544 questionnaires out of 1345 were returned and analyzed,' an

overall response rate'of 40.4 percent. Respondents represented 206 public col-

leges and universities (response rate = 42.8 percent) and 336 private institu-

tions (response rate = 38.9 percent); two respondents failed to identify whether

the institutions they represented were under public or private sponsorship.

Respondent Characteristics

,Table 1 shows a variety of characteristics associated with the respondents

and the institutions they represented.

Position or title. As noted in the table, 88.1 percent of the respondents

identified themselves as president of the institutions they represented, and

5.3 percent held the title of chancellor.' Of the, remaining respondents, 6.4

percent indicated that they held other titles and 0.2 percent neglected td ident-

ify their positions. The titles most frequently mentioned under "other" were:

dean or academic dean (10); vice president (8); acting chancellor or president

(4); and provost (3).

f
Aeademic preparation. Out of the 544 participants in the survey, 42q ident-

ified their baccalaureate mayors, 336 reported their masters' degree majors,

and 371 ga4e their terminal degree isiors lot. emphases. These are shown in Table

2. Although the academic organizational schemes vary in different institutions,

an effort has been made to group the related majors reported into conventional

categories. For the post part, no effort was made to/distinguish between those

sUbject area majors earned in education and those which were not; by and large

such,entries are grouped together under the appropriate academic title.

It can be seen in Table 2 that social science fields were the predominant
1 ,

choice of emphaees in the graduate and undergraduate preparation of ehe college

3 -)
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Table 1 Characteristics of Respondents and the Institutions They

Represented (542'of 544 responses).

Characteristics

Public
(n=206)

No. Pct.

Private

(n=336)

No. Pct.

A. Respondent CharacterisAcs

1. Position/Title

President

Chancellor
Other
Unreported

2. Sex

Male
Female
Unreported

B. Institutional CharacteriStixf

1. Sponsorship

Public,
Private
Unreported

Institutional type

Liberal afts"college
Multipurpo4e'college
.Land grant university
Other university
Unreported

3. Enrollment

500 or less
501 to 1000
1001 to 5000
5001 to 10,000
Over 10,000
Unreported -,

t

4. Degrees offered

Baccalaureate deireee (BA /BS)'

Masters degrees (MAIMS)
Educational Specialist (Ed.S.).
Masters of Fine Arts (MFA)1
Doctor 'of Education.(Ed.D.)

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)
Other doctoral degrees

A

Total

(n 44)

No. Pct.

166 .80.6 313 93.2 , 480 88.2
24 11.7- '4 1.2 29 5.3
15 7.3 19 .7 34 6.3
1 0.5 0 1 0.2

a

P

200 97.1 275 81.8 477 87.7
5 2.4 61 18.2 66 12.1
1 0.5 0 ---- 1 0.2

4

.206 100.0 206 37.9
336 100.0 33.6 61.8

2 0.4

14 6.8 253 75.3 268 49.4
89 43.2 50 14.9 139 25.6
132 15.5 0 - - -- 33 6.1
71 34.5 26 7.7 97 17.9

7 2.1 7 1.3

1 0.5 42 12.5 43 '7.9

8 3.9 112 33.3 121 22.3
86 41.7 162 48.2 249. 45.9
61 29.6 15 4.5 76 14.0
48 23.3 4 1.2 52 1.6
2 1.0 1 Qr,3 3 0.6

203 98.5 330 98.2 533 98.3
177 85:9 134 39.9 311 57.4
72 35.0 18 5.4 90 '16.6
46 22.3 23 6.8 69 12.7

18.9 16 4.8 55 .10.1

63 30.6 22 6.5. 85 15.7
28 13.6. 25 7/4 53 9.8
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Table 2 Degree Major Reported by C011ege and University Presidents

1. 'Degrees
BA/BS MA/MS Terminal.

Majors
3

No.' Pcti No. Pct. No`. PCt.

. .

Education:

Administration (unspecified) 31 9.,2 54 14,6

Agriculture Fields:
4*

.

AgticultUre' -9 4.2.2

Agrictigural Economics , 0 - --

Agronomy % 1 0.2

Forestry .
2 0.5

'Agriculture Subtotal 12 2.9 3 0.9 3 0.8

Business Fields:

fBusiness (unspecified) 0 . --- 0 --- 0 - - --

'Business Administration 11 2.6 1 0,3

Business EducatiOn 0 --- 0 --- 3 0.8

Management and Finance 0 =-- 3 0.9

Business Subtotal 11 2.6 4 1.2 ' 3 . 0.8

---- Education (unspecified) 23 5.5 37 11.0 0 --

Educational Administration 0 --- 10 3.0 0

Elementary Education 0 - -- 0 --- 2 0.5

Guidance and Counseling - . 2 0.5 .. .10 3.0 2 0.5

Higher Education . 0 --- 0 / --- 50 122
Physical Education 5 1.2 2 0.6 N 0

Special Education; 0 --- 1 0.3

Education Subtotal. 30 7.2 60 17.9 54 14,5

3 0.9 0 ----

1 0.3

0 2

0 0 ----

Engineering/Technology:

Engineering (Aspecified) 11 2.6 6 1.8 9 2.4

Industrial Education '4 --- 1 0.3 0 ---- ,

Industrial Relations 2 0.5 0 --4- 0

Engineering/Tech: Subtotal 13 3.1 7 2.1 9 2.4

English/Language Arts: ..
,

A

Classics 3 0.7 2 0.6 2 0.5

Communications 0 --- 1 0.3 1 0.3

English 43 10.3 17 5.1 5 1.3

English Literature 4 1.0 . 6 1.8 14 3.8

Linguistics .
0 --- 0 --- 1 0.3

Literary Criticism 0 --- 0 --- 1 0'.3

Rhetoric .0 --- 0 --- 12 0.5

Speech '6 1.4 6 1.8 3 ". 0.8

. Eng./Lang, Arts Subtotal 56 13.4 32 9.6 29 ' 7.8

5
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4
Maijors:

Fine Arts:

Degrees '

BA/BS MA/MS Terminal
No. Pct. No. Ext. No. Pct.'

Art , 2, 0.5 0 0 --- r .

Art education, 0 .......... 2 0.6 0 ---

,t l 2.4' 6 1.8 3 0.8.Music
4 ,

* Fine Arts Subtotal 12 2.9 8 2.4 3' 0.8

Foreign Languages:

Foreign Language (Unspexified)- 7 1.7 5 1.5 4 1.1

Greek 2 0.5 1 0.3 0

Latin . 3 0.7 .0 "(,.--- 0

I Foreign Language Subtotal 12 .2.9 6 1.8 ---....! 4 1.1

Health Fields:
r 6

Hospital Administration, 0 -- 1 0.3 0 - --

Medicine 0 0 4 1.1

Pharmacy 1 0.2 .0 ...7-- 0 , ----

Aeterinary Medicine 0 .0 1 0.3

Health Fields Subtotal 1 0.2 1 0.3 5 1.4

Law '

Liberal Arts 6 1.4

Library Science 1 '0.2

Mathematics 18 4.3

-Philosophy, 30 7.2,

Psychology' 11 2.6"

Religion/Theology 14 3.4

Natural Sciences:

Biology 14 ,.3.4

.Botghy - --
Chemistry 17 4.1
EcIal-0BY 0

Geology 1 0.2

Qophysics f 0 --7
Physics 7 1.7

Science (unspecified) 9 2.2

Zoology '4 1.0

Natural Science Subtotal 52 12.6

..Social sciences:

Anthropology
'Econot4eS
Government

0

or
0

10 3.0

14 4.2

22 6.5

32 9.5

3 0.8

0

0 4111.

6 1.6

19" 5.1

31 8.4

16 4.3.

3 0.9 3 0.8

2 0.6 2 0.5

,6 1.0 11 3.0

0 1 0.3

0 0 - --

0 1 0.3

3 0.9. 2 0.5

1.2 5 1.3

3 0.9 2 0.5

21 6.3 27 7.2

...

0 --- 0 --- 1 0.3

, 23 5.5 11 3.3 19 5.1

0 - -- 0 --- 201 0.5
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Majors '

Degrees./

BA/BS

No. Pct.

'Wm
No. Pct.

Terminal

No. Pct.

Social Sciences Continued

History 65 15.6 49 0.6 48 12.9
Humanities

Mediterranean Studies
2

0

0.5

-

0 ---- 0

1

- - --

0.3
Political Science 30 7.2 16 4.8 20 5.4
Social Science (unspecified) .5 1.2 0 - - -- 1 0.3
Social Studies 2 0.5 0 - - -- 2 0.5
Social Welfare 0 -- 2 0.5
Sociology 11 2.6 9 2.7 9 2.4

Social Science Subtotal 138 33.1 85% 25 4 105 28.2

TOTAL RESPONSE 417 336 371

and university presidents surveyed. They accounted for 33.1 percent of the

undergraduate majors reported, 25.4 percent of the master's degree majors, and

28.2 percent of the terminal.degree emphases (29.2 percent overall). Other

fields in the top 'rive cAraft were: education '(12.8 percent); English/language

arts (10.4 percent); natural sciences (8.9 percent); and unspecified administra-

tions .(7.6 f)ercerit).

6

At the baccalaureate level, the five major areas mentioned most frequently

were: social science fields (33.1 percent); English/language arts (13.4 percent);

natural sciences (12.6 percent);,,and education and philosophy (each wiEll 7.2,

percent). The top five aneas of academic emphasis at the master's degree level

were: social science fields (25.4 percent); education (17.9 percent); English/

language arts (9,6 percent); religion /theology (9.5 percent); and psychology

(6.5 percent).

It would seem reasonable to assume that terminal degree training wOuldbe

the most important aspect of academic preparation for the college or university-

presidency. 'At this level, social science fields--4. identified by 28.2 percent of

those who provided such infoYmat01--hep almost,a'two-to-one margin over the

next most irequently mentioned area of emphasis. Following social ecience fieds

were: unspecified administra;ion (14.6,percent); education (14.5percent);

11 pgyqology (8.4 percent); and English /language arts (1.8 percent).

Three hundred five survey resOndents also identified the terminal degrees

wbich they had eekned. They were akollOws:
/



1. Bachelor of Divinity

2. Bachelor of Laws (L.L.B.)-'-1

3. Doctor 6f Education (Ed.D.)--48

4. Doctor of Medicine (M.D.)--5

5. Doctor Of Philosophy (Ph.D.)--21

6. Doctor of Theology (Th.D.)--1

7. Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (D.V.M.)--1

Professional Experience Evaluations

7

Regarding professional experiences, participants in the survey were asked

to do two things: (1) to identify, from a list of seventeen areas of professional'

experiences, those they had Ka:a-prior to assuming their current leadership

positions; and (2) to evaluaCii.An a five-point scale the importance of the

contribution that each experience identified made in prepAingthem for these

positions. Results for the total group plus those obtained from respondents,

representing public and private institutions are shown in Table 3 (see page 8)._

Overall Experience Ratings

As indicated in the table, the single previoU's experience shared by most

of the college and university presidents Who participated in the survey was

teaching in postsecondary institutions. Four hundred thirty-nine respondents

(81.0 percent) indicated that they had had postsecondary teaching experience

prior to assuming their current positions.

Among the most common experiences, Postsecondary teaching was followed by

deanships in higher education (300 -- 55.4 percent), vice presidencies in higher

education (249 -- 45.9 percent), chairman hips of poatsecdhdary academic

departments (239, -- 44.1 percent), and teaching in secondary schools,(203

37.5 percent).

Ranking sikth in frequency was "academic training in*educational administration

that led to a degree and/or certification" (175 -- 32.2 percent). Academic /

administrative tr-ining was complemented by administrative internships in post-
/ t ,

secondary educat which was identified by 72 respondents (13.2 percent).

Least common in the professional experience backgrounds of the college and

university presidents who participated in the survey were professional practice

in health fields -- dentistry, medicine, and veterinary medicine -- which was

identified by twenty-one respondents (3.9 percent) and legal practice which

was identified byjsaventeen respondents (3.1 percent).
lqt
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Table 3 Evaluation of Professional Experiences Reported by Top Adminiatrators
in the Nation's Colleges and Universities.

Experiehces

Public Inst.
(n=206)

-Mean
Pct. Rating*

Teaching in:

Elemen ary schools 15.0 2.65
Second y schjols . 34.0 3:23
Post-sec daryinstitutions 84.5 4.63
Other** 7.3 4.13

Public Service:

AppoinlOve public office 25.2 3.87
Elective public office 9.7 3.20

Professional Practice:

Managerial positions in
business or industry 15.0 4.19.

Health fields (dentistry
medicine, vet. medicine) 6.3 3.39

Law 2.9 4.50
Theology. * 3.9 3.50

Administration:

Academic training'in edu-
cational administration .35.9 3.96

Elementary/secondary school
administration 16.5 3.47

Administrative internship
in post-iecondary educ. 14.1 3.90

.Chair of a post-secondary
academic department 47.6 44045

Deanship in higher educations 65.0 4.71
Vice presidency in higher
education 58.3 04.90

Other # 25.2 4.52

Private Inst.

(n =336)

Mean
Pct. Rating*

8

Combined Grps.

(n*542)
Mean

Pct. Rating* -

18.5

39.6

78:9
12.8

2.73
3.32,

4.63
4.33

14.3 3.71

4.2 3.29

15.2

2.4

3.3

25.9

4.45

3.00
3.27

4:12

7.2
37.5

81.0

10.7

2.70

1.29

4.63
4.28

18.5 3.79
"6.3 3.24

15.1 4.36

3.9 3.24
3.1 3.35

17.5 0.4.06

30.1 4.14 32.3 4.06

17.0 3.93 16.8 3176

12f8 4.19
)

42.0 4.16
49.4 4.80

13.3 4.07

44.1 4.28

55.4 14.76

38.4 45.9 4.85
22.6 4.53 23.6 4.52

* *

Mean ratings were based on a five-point scale with five being high.

Leading responses under other techniques were: military training, adult
education and graduate teaching.

I

11 Leading responses under other administration were presidencies of other
institutions, assistant to president, chancellor, military officerships, and
registrar.

/ r.
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Table 4 gives a rank order listiy of the sev nteen eXperiences evaluated

4and. their bean ratings on a five - point" scale.

Table 4 A Rank Order Listing of 'Preparational Expex ence Ratings by College
and

Rank

University
t

Presidents

Mean
Rating*

(n = 542)

Experiences

1 4.85 Vice presidencies in higher educations ..

2 4.76 Deanships in higher education
3 4.63 Teaching in post-secondary institutions
4 4.52 Other administrative experiences
5 : 4.36 Managerial positions in business or industry
6 4.28+ Chliring post - secondary secademic departments
7 4.28 Other teaching experiences
8 4.07, 1- Administrati've internships in higher education
9 4.06+ Theological experienpe

10 4.06 Academic training in educational administration
11 / 3.79 Appointive public office

.

12 3.76 Elementary /secondary school-administration
13 3.35 Legal practice
14 3.29 Teaching in secondary schools .

15 3.24+ Health practice (dentistry, medicine, veterinary
medicine)

16 3.24 Elective public office
17 2,70 Teaching in elementary schools.

* Ratings were based on a five-point scale with five being high.

4,1 6

Response Differences BetweenRespondents
From Public and Private Institutions

Proportional differences between responses by representatives of public

and private institutions were examined statistically by Fisher's"i. ratio! Due

to the multiplicity of comparisons, the alpha criterion was set 'at the .01
.

level.in order to reduce theaffects of cumulative Type I error.

As one may'have expected, the proportion of respondents representing private,

institutipnd who indicated that they had had 'theological experience (25.9 percent)

exceeded the proportion from public institutions who'had had such experience

(3.9 percent) to 4 statistically significant degree (p 4C .01). Favoring public

institutions statistically were the proportions of.respondents who had held

appointive public offices -- 25.2. vs. 14.3 perce ,:deanships -- 65:0 va% 49.4

percent, and ,vice presidencies in higher

'(p < .C1 in all instances).

1n

on -- 58.3 vs. 38.4 percent
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Remarkable Consistency was found to exist between th -mean experience

ratings (on'a fiVe-point scale) of.the subgroups based do institutional

sponsorship. The rank difference correlation (Spearman rho) between the mean
_

.

ratings of the public and private subgroups was .944. Furthermore,

orthogonal comparisons via t ratios filed to reveA any differences between

mean ratings that were significant'at the %01 level:

- OtherSubgroup Comparisons

Table 5 (see page 11) shows comparisons of experience ratings between two

additional subgroups, males -vs. females and college representatives vs. those

from universities.

Again, Fisher's i,formula was applied to proportional differences between

subgroup responses. In the sex-;based subgroups, the proportions of males who

reported having experience in. elective public office (7.1 percent vs. 0.0 percent),

theology (19.3 vs. 4.5 percent), and vice presidencies in higher education (49.3

vs. 22.7 percent) exceeded the proportions 1f female respondents who reported

having had these experiences. Female respondents held the advantage in teaching

in elementary schools (42.4, vs:113.'6 percent) and teaching in secondary schools%

(65.2 percent v8. 33.5 percent). All differences reported were significant at.

the .91 level.
4

Like analyses of responses by the college and university subgroups revealed

advantages favoring the college respondents in teaching in, secondary schools

(41.3 vs. 26.2 percent) and theological experience (21.1 vi. 5.4 percent); the

advantage went to university respondents in chairing post-secondary academie
4

6

departments (56.2 vs. 43.2 percent). These differences also were signifirnt

at the .01 level.

Although the rank difference correlation coefficients observed were somewhat
t

lower between the male/female subgroups (rho = .849) and the college/university

subgroups (rho = .804), considerable consistency WZgfound in the mean

experience ratings igf these dubeoups airdetermined by orthogonal t ratio

comparisons., In no instance wefe significant differences found between the ratings

of male. and female respondents. While it appeared that the difference between

the male and female ratings regarding the importance of holding public office

as a preparational experience may have proved significant, no ouch comparison

could be drawn because none of the female respondents reported having held

elective public offiCes.e

11
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Table 5 Profes-sional Experience gatingS by Subgro.Pss.Based'Aori Sex and.

Institutional Status

Males
(n..477)

-Wan
Experiences

Females

(n=66)
4 Mean

Pct. ,Rating* Pct. Rating'* Pct

.

Colleges

(n407)
'Mean

. Rating*

11

UnivAtities
(n..130)

Mean
Pct. Rating*

Teaching 'in:

Elementary schools 13.6

Secondary schools -33.5

Post-secondary institutions 79.7

Other** 10.f
j

2.91'

3.31

4.63
4.39

41.4

65.2

10.6

2.21

3.19

4.60,
3.43

19.2

' 41..3

80.3
41.5

2.74

-3.27

4.61

4.21
.

10,8

26.2

83.1

6.9

2.57

3.44
4.68

4.56

Public Service:
r

p ApOintive public offrice 19.1 3.80 13.6 3.67 -1'6.7 3.78. 23.8 3.90

Elective public office 7.1 3.2 0.0 5;9 3.54 6.9 2.67

Professiqnal Practice:

Managerial...positions in

-business ,or industry 16.4. 4.37 . 7.6 4.20 15.5 4.35 13.1 4.53

Health fields (dentistry
medicine, vet. med.14ine) 4.2 3.25 1.5 3.00 2.9 3.17 5.4 -4.b0

Law 2.9 3.29 4.5 3.67 1.9 3.42 3'.1 3.75

Theology 19.3 4.07 4.5 4.00 21:1 4.07 5.4 6.29

Administration:

Academiditraining in edu-

cational administration 33.5 4,07 22.7 4.00 34.4 4,09 26.2 3.497

Elementary/secondary scliool
administration 16.8 1.74 16.7 3.91 18.2 3.84 12.3 3.5t

Administrative internship A'

in post-secondary'educ. 12'.6 4:02 18.2 4.33 14.0 4.26 10.8 3.43

Chair of a post-secohdary -

academic department . 42.3' 4.31 54.5 4.11 41.5 4.18 52.3 4.52

peanship in higher education 56.4 4.75 47.0 4.87 52.8 4.78 64.6 4.71.

Vice. presidency in higher
education 49.3 4.85 22.7 4.87 43.2 4.85 56.2 4.88

Other# 24.1 4.51 19.7 4;62 23.3 4.51 25.4 4.58

Mean ratings were:based on a fi.Ve-point scale with five being high.

** Leading responsceb under other techniquee were:

education and graduate teaching

military training, adult
.

# Leading responses undei other administration were presidencies of ot0er
institutions, assistant to president, chancellor, military officerships, and

registrar.

12
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Interestingly, however, two rather substantqal, but nonsignificant, differences
,

(due largely'to the small number of female respondentsi, were observable between
/, -Je 'mea n experience ratingh of the male and female subgroups, and between the

.

within-group rankings associated with them. Whereas the mean rating >for

administrative internships in higher education by males was 4.02, the mean rating

by females was X4.33. As a result, this expirience ranked fifth among t.he'ratings
4

by, the female subgroup and tenth in'tlie male ratings.. Conversely, the mean-

rating for other'teadhing experiences (in addition to. elementary, secondary, and

post-secondary teaching) by males was 4.39 -as compared to a mean rating of 3.43
,

for females. The corresponding within-groupfranks for the latter experience were
. 4

five and thirteen respectively. ,

The only significant difference found between the mean ratings of the college

and university subgrotps vs found in the chairing of post-secondarycacademic

departments with the tdvanta e faVoring university,respondents (4,52 vs. 4.18).

Similarly, only single significant differences were fad in comparative

analysis of the subgroups based on institutional status (liberal arts colleges,

multipurpose colleges, land grant universities, universities) and enrollment.

The lone significant difference among institutional status subgroups was found

in the value placed on administrative internships in higher...education when

respondents from liberal arts colleges raCed this experiehce higher than 1,and
4

grant university presidents (4.46 vs. 3.00)., Among enrollment subgroups

(500 or lessl 5010,4000, 10017500001-10;000, an0 over 10,000),the 500-or-less

subgroup
rated teaching in elementary schools higher than the 101-5000 sub-

group did(3.89 vs. 2.46). As before, the'differences reported were all

significant atthe .01 level.

Comparative Importance of Preparational Experiences
0

Analysis of variance (ks.shown in Table 6 on page 13) revea],ed highly

significant differences existed in the overall importance ratings for the

experiences evaluated. Ln order to examine the relative importance of the
ft,

various backgroUnd experiences evaluated, comparisons of the, ratings for the

total response group were made with Duncan'a new multiple range test. The
4

method developed by Kramer (1957) for utilizing the Duncan test in situations
,

involving unequal numbers of replications was employed. As specified in

tables developed by Harter (1957), alpha was set at .01 in order to hold.

/(
cumulative Type I error below the . 05 level. The findings are shown in

...."

Table"7 (see page 14),

13
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Table 6 4 Comparison of the Evaluat ns of Various Prepatational Experiences
in the Backgrounds of Colle e and University-Presidents

.

/

Source of Variation df4 SS MS F

lo i
Between experiences 16 779.3333 , 48.7081 52.05**

Within experiences 1 2379 2226.3600 .9358

f

' TOTAL 2395 1408.5833 ,

** p .01

As can be seen in Table 7, the mean rating for vice presidencies in higher

education exceeded all others except deanships in higher education to a highly

significant degree statistically. In turn, deanships in higher education were

rated-as being significantly more important than all but the next two ranking

experiences -- post-secondary teaching and other administrative experiences.

At the other end of the continuum, teaching in elementary schools was

rated as being a legs valuable preparatory experience for college and

university presidencies than all othef,experiences except elective public

'offices and legal practice. (The latter,kwo were handicapped in t4e comparison

by -the Law number of respondents who had had these background experiences --

. n=21 and n=17 respectively. Had these numbers been as high.as thirty and

twenty-four respectively, the existing mean differences would have been
-; -

sufficient to achieve significance.)

Of particular interest to the researchers were the relative positions of

the ratings for academic administratiVe trailing and administrative internships

in higher education as they represented the only formal opportunities available

for gaining administrative training and experience. Albeit a slight one (one

one-hundredth of a point), the mean-rating for administrative internships did

hold an observable advantage over the rating for academic administrative

training in the overall experience ratingd-of cones& and university presidents

who particiated in Qle survey (4.07 vs. 4.06). Needless to say, it was not

sufficient to achieve significance -r nOr was it great enough to effect any

differences in individual comparisons of these means with other experience

A ratings.

A
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table 7 Comparison of Mean Experience kiting* via

NAICAA'S NSW Maisie Renee Test t'

,

Experiences Means 1 2 3 4 5: 6

C

Differences between

7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

1. ELementtry taschin:

2. Electiwe public office

3. Health practice

4. Secondary teaching

5. Legal practice

6. Elementary/secondary admindatration

7 Appointive public office

8. Academic administrative training

9. Theological experience

M. Administrative internships in higher education

11. Other teaclOg experience

12. Charing academic departments

13. Managesent in bessiness/industry

14. Other administrative experience

15. Postsecondary teaching

16. Deauships in higher education

17. Vice preiidencies in higher education

2.70

3.2#

3.24

3.29

3.35

3.76

3.79

4.06

4.06

4.07

4.28

4.28

'4.36

4.63

4.76

4.85

--- .54

---

.54** -.59**

0.00' .05
C- .05

A

.65

.11

.11

.06

1440,a.

.52

.52

.47

.41

---

.

1.09** 1.36** 1.3614. 1.37**

.55 .82** .82** .83**

.55 .82** .82** .63**

.5Q** .77** .77** .78**

.44 .71 .71 .72

.03 .30 .30 .31

4
.27 yt27 .28

0.00 .01

--- .01

i

.

1.58**

1.04**

1.04**

.99**

.93**

.2?

.22

.21

...fr.--

./

1
i
540**

1.0414

1.041*

.99**

.93**

.52**

.49**

,22

.20%,

'.21 '

0.00

---

1.66**

1.12**

1.12**

1.07**

1.01**

.68**

r A
.57**

30

30

.29

.06

.i'''

08

---

1.82.*

1.2.6**

1.2E**

1.23*P

1.17**

.76**

.73**

.46**

.46**

.45**

.24

.4

.16

---

1.93** 2.040,*,

1.39** 1.2**
'Ps

1.39** 1.52**

,1.34** 1.47**

1.28**, 1.41**

.87** 1.00**

.84** a .97**

.57** .70**

.57** .70**

.56** .69*W

,.35 .48**

..35** .48**

.27 .40**

.11 .24

-.-- .13

2.15**

1.41*.

1.61**

1.56**

1.50**

1.09**

1.06**t

.79**

.79**

.78**

.57**

.57**

.49**

.33**

.22*

.09

*,* p <.01*

15 4
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Consequently, both formal aspects of administrative training were
\

found to be exceeded in importance by four other types of prepay ational

experiences to a.statistically signifitantgree: (Wvice presidencies /n

higher education; (2) deemships in higherreducation; (3) teaching in

post-secondary institutions; and (4) other aariiinistrative experiences

(exclusive oi elementary/secondary administration).

On the other hand, the mean ratings for administrative internships in

post-secondary education and academic training in educational administration

1
were found'to exceed the mean ratings for four other groups of preparational

experiences to a statistically significant degree (the numbers in parentheses
.

denote their overall ranks); (14) teaching in secondary schools; (15) health

practices (dentistry, medicine,, veterinary medicine); (16) elective public

offices; and (17) teaching in elementary schools.

Like comparisons among other subgroups (representatives of public and

IT private institutions, coneas, universities, males, females) revealed only

minor departures from total group findings, except in the female subgroup where

the low sample number (n=66) deterred the elicitation of significant findings.

In that subgroup, academic training in educational administration exceeded only

elementary school teaching in importance; and administrati'Ve internships in higher

education were rated significantly higher than both elementary and secondary
*

teaching (p .01 inall instances). No experiences were rated significantly

higher than academic training and administrative internships in this subgroup.

Evaluation of Administrative Tasks

Participants in the PROBE Survey of Institutional Presidents were asked to

examine six Common areas of administive responsibility (plus "other") from

three different perspectives: (1) ftom the standpoint of the amount of work

-time devoted to each task; (2),in terms of each,task's importance to overall

job performance; and (3) from the perspective of strebs potential -- the degree

to which each responsibility taxes one's physical and emotional reserves. Time

consumption was identified by placing the various tasks in rank order according

to the amount of time required" by each task; the otther two perspectives --

importance
- Ali

and stress potential -- were rated on five-point wiles with ondwbeing

indicative of 1,ow importance ,or stress potential and five being the highest mark

that could be awarded. Table 8 (see page 16) summarizes the indings associated

with these task evaluations. . J 2
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Table if College and University Presidents' Ratings of Administrative Tasks,According to
. Institutional Sponsorship. 0

TJoe'Consumed Task Importance Stress Poteatikl

Tasks
Number of Mean
Res. noes Rank*

Number of 'Mien.

Ras-ses Ratin **
'Nuiber
Res o.

Public Institutions:

Alumni affairs and fund
raising

183 4.95. 175, 3.41 158

Pla g and administering
t budget

186 2.47 178 4.44 163

ermnnnel taaka,(recruieMent,
egotiations,, etc.)

184 3.18 176 4.06 160

rata& board relations 185 3.08 ' 177 4.28 16'1
...4regrats, trusted*, legis-
lative groups, etc.Y

Program development and 186 2.84 180 4,28 163
improvemefits

Student affairs 181 4.66 176 3.69 , 159
Other# 35 3.69 34 3.97 35

Private Institutions:,

286

286

. 2.57

3.03

289

276

4.28

4.19'

271

266

4f'
Alumni affairs and fund

raising

Planning and administering
the budget

Personnel tasks (recruitment,
negotiations, etc.)

280 3.66' 273 3.69 256

Governidg board relations ' 282 3.39 ' 284 4.26 261
(regents, trustees, legis-
lative groups, etc.)

ogram development and
improvements

289 3.31 290 3.95 270

Stu#ent affairs 273 5.04 269 , 3.49 253 -
Other# 51 3.49 57 4.35 58

Combined Groupe:

,AluMmi affairs and fund
raising.

469 3.50 464 3.95 429

Plaalhg an'd'edminiatering
the, budget ,

Personnel tasks (recruitment,
negbtiatindel,

472

464

2.87

3.47

464

449..

4.28

3.84

429

416

*Governing board relations ,- 467 3.27 461- 4,27 422
(regenWtrustees, legis-
lpcivapgromparTeto4n

Program'development and 475 3.13 470 4,08 433
IA:movements-

Studentaffaifl.,
(khalf- q'

45.
86

4.89
3.57

445
91

3.57

4.21
412 ,

93
#,,t d 4,- 1- )

* Based -4n0,reaka
F

of ,Bean

es Ruin **

2.54

3.80

3.61

3.71.

3.07

3.01

.3.40

7
3.52

3.66

3.42

3.24

l'44"+-2TN

2.80
3.48

3.16

3.74

3.49:

3.42

2.93

2.68
3.5

!*.10-,0A-a Live -pint OtAlmidith fiva_being'high.

# Most frequently identified were public relations and civic affairs, general/routine
administration, administragor and faculty relatioN, and long-range planning.

18
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A major concern of the researchers wag the question of whether or not

respondents would be able,to make such ratings with a sufficient degree of

independence to warrant the drawing of conclusions. Or, after making the first
Z

rating (time consumption), wAthe next two ratings simply represen't

reflexive responses?

Of particular concern were the ratings for task importance and stress

potential.' In order to investigate the degree of independence (or for that
it

matter, dependence) between these two groups of ratings, product moment

correlation coefficients (Pearson r) were computed between individuals'

importance and stress-potential ratings for th variouiCtasks.

T e coefficients obted ranged from a 1 of .1977 between 'the

impo ce and stress potentt ratings for "other" to a high.of .5313 for

=
.

"govern ng board relations" (median .3488). In turn, coefficients of

determination (r2Tangedifrom .0391 to .28$6 (median r2 = .1217). As a

result, in no instance was more than twenty-nine arcent of the variance in

stress potential ratings accounted for by the variance Associated with task

impOetance ratings.,

On the basis of these figures, it was concluded that a eatisfactory level

of Lndependence was achieved between the task importance and stress potential

ratings to warrant the making of other meaningful comparisons.

4

Overall Task Ratings

Due to considerable disparitie observed between the ratings for public

and private institutions -- especiall regarding governing board relations and
7'

alumni affairs and fund ,raise g -- the most meaningful comparisons can be

drawn between the ratings of these two subgroups. consequently, the bulk of

the statistical tedting in.this.section has been confined to the examination

of.these comparisons. However, obseived findings are presented for the total

response group. Overall time consumption rankings appear in Table 9 (see Age

18), task importance ratings appear in Table 10 (see page 181, and stress

potential raeings,ppear in Table 11. (see page 19): %A

--It is interestingto note that the majority of tasks are quite closely

.groupedaccording to time consumption with the exception f the time devoted

to student affairs. Whereas the mean-ranks for all other tasks fall within

a range of .76 of a xank, the mean rank fOT,student affairs fallsi4.22 ppints
4

below the next highest task rating.

19
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Table,9. Ordinal Rankings of Administrative Tasks' According to Time Consumption
as Reported by College and,Uni.vrsW Presidents

, f

Absolute
Rink-

Mean .

Rank* Administrative Task

1 2:81 Planning and administering the budget
'2 3.13 Program development and improvements
3

4

.. 3.27

3.4k

Governin' board relations (regents, trustees,
legislative groups, etc.)

Personnel tasks (recruitment, negotiations, etc.
5 3.50 Alumni gffairs and fund raising
6 3.57 Other
7 4.89 Student affairs

71

it Based on the numbers one through seven.
,

The differences between the ranks associated with time consumption and task

importance are worthy of note. Only three of the tasks identified retain the

same ikks on both scales: (1) planning hnd 1dministering the budges, (5)

alumni affairs and fund raising, and(7) student affairs. Although the

differences)between the mean task importance ratings appear to be somewhat

more uniform than those for time consumption, the greatest disparity again

appears betOten the ratings for student affairs-and program development and

improvements (the task rated next highest).

, .

Table 10 Ratings of Administrative Tasks-According to Their Importance to
114kierall Job Performance as Perceived by College and Univditsity
'Presidents

Absolue 4 Mean
Rank /tank* Administrativii Tasks

1 -4:28 Planning and administering the budget
2 4.27 Governing board relations (regents, trustees,

legislative groups, etc.)
3 . 4.21 Other
4 4.08' Program development and improvements
5 3.95 Alumni affairs and fund raising
6 3.1* Personnel tasks (recruitments,,negotiaions, etc.)
7 3.57 Student affairs

L.+

* Based on a five-point scale with one being low and five high.

.,,,r

Only three tasks retained the same ranks in the three ratings by the total.

respodbe group (as shown in Tables.8, 9; and 10). They were: (1) planning and

administrating the budget; (5) aldmni affairs and fund raising; and (7),stndent

20
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-Table 11 Stress Potential Associated With Selected Administrative Tasks as
Reported by College and Univeriiey Presidents , V.

4

psolute Mean

Rank ,I ,Rank* Administrative Tasks
I

,

1 3.71 Planning atd administering the- budget
2 3.49 Personnel .4asks.(recruitment, negotiations, etc)

, 3 . 3.45 Other
4 . 3.42 Governing board relations (regents, trustees,

legislative groups, etc.) -

5 3.16 Alumni affairs and fund raisingk6 2.93 Program, development and improvements
7 2.88 Student affairs

#

* Based on a five-point scale with one being low and five high.

Intergroup Comparisons

Returning to Table 8 on page16, considerable difference can be observed

r in.the mean time Consumption ranks obtained with public institutional represen-

tatives and those from privat-d institutions (rank difference correlation * .214).

The Aisp'srities stn the rankings of the two groups are due largely to differences

in the time apparently allocated to alumni affairs and fund raising. Whereas

this task ranked first in time consumption among private institutional repre-

sentatives, it was ranked seventh by respondents from public colleges and

universities.

Task importance rating:4 also refleci the priority differences between the

two groups of institutional.representatives (see Table 12, page 20). In making,

it(fatio' _comparisons of the mean task importance ratings by representatives of

publie'andpfiate institutions, it was found that akimni affairs and fund

raising was rated significantly higher by private institutional representa-

tives than by the administrators of public institutions (4,28 vs. 3,.41,

p4C..001). On the othei hand, administrators from public colleges and

universities rated three tasks significantly higher (at the .01 level) than their

counterparts in private institutions: (1) planning and adrilnistering the

budget (4.44 vs. *4.19, p.4.010); (2) personnel tasks '(4.06 vs. 3.69, p 4t.001);

and (3) program development and improvements (4./8 vs. 3.95,p 4 .001).

Comparisons of the stress potential ratings by respondents from public

and private institutions are shown in Table 13(see page 20).

21
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Table 12 Comparisons of Task Importance Ratings by Presidents of Public
andPrivate Institutions

Task

Mean Impqrtance

Ratings

RI-R9 t

error
Probability1. Public 2. Private

Alumni affairs and fund
raising 3.41 4.28 -.87 -8.20** 4:.001

Planning and,administering
the budget 4.44 4.19 .25 2.79**

-k

<:.010
Personnel tasks (recruit-
ment, negotiations, etc.) 4.06 3.69 .37 3.80** -<.001

Governing board relations
(regents, trustees,

legislative groups,petc.) 4.28 4.26 ..02 0.14 >r500
Program developments and

improvements 4.28 3.95 .33 3.60** J

Student affairs 3.69 3.49 .20 2.00
Other 3.97 4.35 -.38 -1.71

Overall Importance RatingR 4.03 3.99 .04 .95 >.300

Table 13 'Comparisons of Stress Potential Ratings by Presidents of Public and
Private Institutions

Mean Importance ,

Ratings
Task 1. Public 2. Private

Alumni affairs and fund
raising I 2.54 3.52

Planning and administering
the budget 3.80 3.66

Personnel tasks (recruit-
ment, negotiations; etc.)4. 3.61 3.42

Governing board relationd' -
(regents, trustees,
legislative groups, etc:) 3,71 3.24

Programdevelopment and
_

improvements, 3.07 2.85.
Student affairs 3.01 2.80
Other 3.40 3.48

Overall Importance Ratings '3.30 3.26

R1 -R2 t

Error
Probability

-.98 -8.12** 4,001

.14 1.29 .".100

.19 1.61 7.100

.47 3.86** ' 41.001

.22 2.11 ,4-.050

.21 2.01 1-.050
-.08 -0.29 '7-.500

.04 0.84 .300

** p er .01.
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As indicated in Table 13,(Significant differences were found between the

mean stress potential'ratings of the two groups in only two instances:

(1) representatives of private institutions associated gxeater stress with

alumni affairs and fund raising than those who represented Public colleges

and universities (3.52 vs. 2.54); and (2) the presidents of public...insti-

tutions rated'governing board relations more stressful than respondents who

represented private institutions., The differences were highly significant

in both instances (p-( .001).
,

Comparisons bevweem the task importance and stress potential ratings

by college and university ratings revealed two significant differences;

university representatives attached more importance,to program development

( and improvements'and they associated more stress with governing board

relations. However, these differences may largely be attributed to the

fact that the majority of the-,university respondents represented public

.institutions. ',.

.I;

I,

Comparisons also were drawn between the ratings of male and female re-

spondents for time consumption, task importance, and stress potential. They

appear in Table 14 (see page 22). Few substantial differences were noted. In no
.\

instance were significantldifferences identified between the task importance

ratings of the two groups. The only significant difference in the stress
\ *

potential ratings was that males associateesignificantly moreoptress with

student affairs than females did.

Intragroup Comparisons of Task Importance
Ratings in Public and Private Institutions

Analysis of variance, as shown in Table 15 (see page 23), revealed the

existence of significant differences in thel4portance ratings for selected

tasks by public institutional respondents. In order to examee the relative

importance associated with different adminidtrative tasks, Duncan's new multip14

range test was utilized-to compa're mean ratings for the selected tasks.

Kramer's (1957) method for accommodating unequal replications was employed.

Alpha was set at .01 to hold cumulative Type I error for-the comparison of

seven means below .05 according to tables developed by Harter (1957)., The

results appear in Table 16 (see page 23).

As shown in the table, alumni affairs and fund raising was exceeded in

importance to a significant degree by each of the other six administrative

23



Table 14 Sex Variables in College and Uni4aity. Presidents' Ratings of Administrative
Task§

Tasks

Time Consumed -
Number of

Responses
Mean
Rank*

Males:

413

414

'3.54

2.78

t

'Alumni affairs and fund
raising

Planning andadministering
the budget

Personnel tasks (recruitment,

negotiations, etc.)
409 3.47

Governing board relations
(regents, trustees, legis-
lative groups, etc.)

411 3.27

Program development and
improvements

417 3.13

Student affairs 400 4.86
Other4 - 71 3.52

Females:

Alumni affairs and fund
raising .

56 3.18

Planning and administering
the budget

58 2.98

Personnel tasks (fecruitment,
negotiations, etc.)

55 3.49

Goveraing board relations
(regents, trustees, legis-
lative groups, etc.)

56 3.30

Program development and
improvements.

58 3.14

Student affairs 54 5.13
Other! , 15 3.80

22

Task. Importance Stress Potential
NI/Mber of - Mean Number of Mean
Responses Rating** Responses Rating**

410
11.52

376 3.14

. 407 4.28 375'. 3.71

,.)

395 3.83 365 . 3.49

.406 4.24 371 i 3'.43

413 4.09 378' 2.95

392 ' 3.59 362 2.93
75 4.19 75 3.48

.

,

55 4.24 54 3.35.

1
58 / 4.33 55 3.75

55- 3.93 '52 3.52

56 4.50 4 52 3.39

58 4.02 56 2.82

54 3.43 51 2.51
16 4.31 18 3.33

' * Based on the ranks 1-7.

** Based on a five-point scale with five being high.

0 Most frequently identified were public relations and civic affairs, general/routine
administration, administrator and faculty relations, and long-range planning.
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,C Table 15 i'Cbmparison of Selected Task Importance Ratings by Presidents
of, Public, Colleges and Universities (ANOVA),

Source of Variation df SS

Between Tasks 6 140.1307

Within Tasks 1089 1116.3640

TOTAL 1095 1256.4947

23

MS F

23.3551 22.78**

1.0251

ir

*** p <,.01

tasks according to task ratings by,presideqts of public colleges and universities.

Similarly, student affairs was exceeded in importance by all administrative

tasks except other administrative tasks. Planning and administering the budget

was rated significantly more important than personnel tasks in addition to the

advaitage it held over alumni affairs and fund raising and other administrative,

tasks.

Table 16 Comparisons of Task Importance Ratings by Public College and University
Presidents as Determined by Duncan's New Multiple Range Test

Administrative Tasks
Mean

Ratings

Differences Between Means

1 2 .3 4 5 0/ 7

ifr

1. Alumni affairs and fund
raising

3.41 --- .28** .56** .65** .87** .87 ** 1.03**

2. Student affairs 3.69 .28 .37** .59** .59** .75**
,Ak 3. ,Other 3.9' .09 .31 .31 .47

4. Personnel tasks 4.06 \ --- .22 .22 .38*A
5. Governing board relations 4.28 ---- .00 .16
6. Program development and

iMprovements
4.28 --- .16

7. Planning and admidister-
ing the budget

4.44 ---

** p <Z.01

Task importance ratings by presidents of private colleges and universities

were analyzed in the same manner. The results appear in Tables 17 and, 18 (see

page 24).

Among respondents fromiprivate institutions (as shown in, Table 18), aftimni

affects and fund raising, governihg board relations, and planning and

administering the budget were rated significantly more important than the

three lowest rated"tasICS: program development and improvements, personnel

tasks, and student affairs. Program development anti improvements, and other



Table 17 A Comparison ofSelected Task Impbrtance Rata gs by Preaidentb of

F

25.51**.

4
Private Colleges and Universities

if

Sburce of Variation -df SS \ MS

Between Tasks 6 155.7197 25.9533

Within Tasks 1731 1761.32'90 1.0175

0 TOTAL 1737 1917.'0487
\.--

** p < .01

administrative tasks -- identified most frecimently public relations and civic

affairs, general/routine admincitration, administrator and faculfelatio15, and

24'

long-range planning -- also were rated significantly More important than

personnel tasks and student affairs. All differences noted were significant at
4

the .01 level, (Although other administrative tasks attained the highest mean

importance rating, the low numberief responses in this category precluded r
..

significant findings in coMparisonswith other; lower-ranking tasks.) Both

the public and private subgroups indicated that governing boara relations,

planning and administering the budget,and program development and improvements

were significantly more important to their o erall functioning than the handling

of student affairs. They also perceived plankipg, and administering the budget
*

to be significantly more important to their bverall functioning than personnel

tasks. Ak ,,
i

The major disagreement between Subgroup ratings was the importance attaOlned,

alumni affairs and fund raising. It ranked second in importance among the

responses of private institutional representatives and seventh (and last) in

the public subgroup.

Table 18 Comparisons of Task Importance Ratings by Presidents of Private Colleges
and Universities as Determined With Duncanee'New Multiple Range Test

Administrative Tasks

Differences Between Means
Mean

Ratings 1 ) 3 4 5 6 7

'''"1-,°," Student affairs 3.40 - -- .20 .46** .70** .77**, .79** .86**
2. Personnel sks 3.69 --- .26** .50** .57** .59** .66**
3. Program d elopment and 3.95 --- .24i* .31** .33** .40

improv is

. 4. Planning and administering 4.19 / .07 .49 .16
the budget -

, 5. Governing board relations 4.26 .02 .09
N

6.= Alumni affairs and fund 4.28 --Iv .07

* raising
0/

' 7.° Other .. 4.35 26 ---

p 4 .01
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Intragroup Comparisons of Stress Potential
.Ratings in Public and Private Institutions

25

As-shown in Table 19, anakpislof variance revealed significant differences

in.the stress potential associated with selected administrative tasks by

presidents in public colleges and universities. The results of stress potential

rating comparisons drawn witli Duncan's new multiple range test are shown in Table

20 . Alpha was set at .01 to hold cumulative Type I error below-.05.

Table 19 A Comparison of Stress Potential Ratings for Selected Tasks by
Presidentsof Public Colleges and UneVersities_(ANOVA)

Source of Variation df SS '1' MS, F

Between Tasks 6 196.7955 32.7993 1 26.22**

Within Tasks a
992 1240.9390 1.2509

TOTAL, 998 1437.7345

** p < .01
.1

'Table-20 Comparijon of Stress Potential Ratings by Presidents of Public Colleges
and Universities With Duncan's New Multiple Range Test

..
.-

Administrative Task&

umni affairs and fund ,

aising -

2. Student affairs
3. Program developMent and

improvementa
4. Other , .

5. Personnel tasks ,

6. Governing board relations
07. Planning and administering

Dffferences Between Means Alli
'Mean

Ratings 1 2 3 4 5 44 6. 7

2.54 --- .47** .53** .86** 1.07 ** 1.17** 1,26 **

3.01% -__ .06 .39 .60** .70** .79**
3.07 --- .33 .54** .64** .73**

3.40 - -- .21 : .31 :40
3:61 ( -__ .10 419
3.71 --- .09
3.80

ing the budget .

p .01

0, 0

Just as with task importance ratings, the stress potential that the presidents

ofpublic colleges and universities aasociat wich*alumni affairs and fund raising

was significantly loss than that associated th the other, six groupi of admini-

strative tasks.. The three top ranking tasks in terms of stress potential

planning ancradministerfng thp budget, governing board relations, and personnel
. .

tasks --, were rated significantly higher in stress potential than the three.lowest
t

)

2. 7

1
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ranking tasks: program'development and improvements, student affairs, and alumni

affairs and futid.raising (p AC .01).

Tables 21 and 22 show like comparisons of the stress potential ratings made

by the presidents of private institutiond:

Table 21 A Comparidon of Stress Potential Ratings for Selected Administrative
Tasks by Presidents of Private Colleges and Universities (ANOVA)

Source oflariation df SS MS

Between Tasks 6 169.2666 28.2111 21.20**

Within TaSkil. 1628 2166.4860 1.330

TOTAL 1634 2335.7526

**p .01

Table 22 Comparison of Mean tress Potential Ratings by Presidents of Private
Colleges and Universities With Duncan's New Multiple Range Test

Differences Between Means
Mean

,Administrative Tasks Ratings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Student affairs 4 2.80 --- .05
2. Program developmdnt and 2.85 ---

improvements , 1 411
3. Governing board relations 3.24

.

4. Personnel tasks 3.42
5. Other ' 3.48
6. Alumni affairs and fund, 3.52

raising 3 4

i
7. Plann and administering 3.66

. the b t

)
* * p . .01

.44** .62** .68** .72** .86**

.39** .57** .63** .67** .81***

.18 .24 .28**. .42**

.06 .10 .24

.04 .18

,14

, Among the stress potential ratings by respondents from private institutions,

significantly less stress was associated with student affairs and program development

and improvements than each of the other five, groups of,pdministrative tasks selected

for study. In, addition to exceeding student affairs and program development and

improvements in stress potential, planning and adnnistering the budget and alurdn.

affairs and f d raising were also identified as.having significantly mitre stress N.

associ with them than governing boArd relations.

6
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In summarizing stress potential findings, both groups of'respondents (those -'

representing public and'private institutions) indicated that three groups of

tasks -- planning and administering the budget, governing board relations, and

personnel tasks -- were significantly more stressful than student affairs and

program development and improvements.

The major discrepancy between the two groups of respondents in their perceptions

regarding stress again lay in the area of alumni affairs and fund raising. Whereas

this area was rated least stressful by public institutional respondents (its

mean stress potential rating was significantly less than those for all other

tasks), it was identified.as the second.ranked stress-producing task by repre-

sentatives of private institutions. Within the latter subgroup, the stress

potential associated with alumni affairs and fund raising was significantly

greater than the stress associated with governing board relations, program

development and improvements, and student affairs.

Art
TasillEvaluation Comparisons With Public
School Superintendents' Views 1

4,1e1

It is possible to compare the task evaluations of college and university

presidents with those of superintendents in the nation's public schools on the

basis of similar data collected fromithe latter group by the first annual PROBE

Survey of District Superintendents which also was conducted during the 1979-1980

academic year.'

The, only modifications in the tasks submitted for evaluation were that public

relations was substituted kr alumni affairs and fund raising in the superinten-

dents' Airvey instrumerIt and school board relations activities replaced

governing board relations. Once data analysis was begun, however, are attempt

to treat public relations and alumni affairs and fund raising as equals proved

ill-advised d.,110,to the fact that the two tasks were not entirely comparable.

As it turned out, the bulk of the college and university heads who chose to make

use of the "other" option among administrative tasks identified this option as

pertaining to public relations and civic affairs. Superintendents were inclined

to identify other taska as office routine and the filing of governmental reports.

It would have been more appropriate to have included both public relations and

alumni affairs and fund raising among the administrative tasks to be evaluated

by post-secondary institutional presidents even though suche move would have given

that group, an additional task to evaluate. Despite this problem, a high degree of

comparability exists between the ether 4dministrative tasks evaluated.

29
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Two samples were involved in the PROBE Survey of District Superintendents.

The first of these, the random sample, included 2004 randomly selected public

school district superintendents; stratification was based on five enrollment

categories and the number of school districts in each state which fall within

76 enrollment category. The second simple was comprised of the superintendents

of the 200 most populous school districts in the United States. Responses were

received from 1154 superintendents,in the random sa (57:6 percent) and from

133 of those in the'large district sample (66.5 percent

The results of school superintendents' administrative task evaluations are

show in Table 25.

Table 25 Administrative Task Evaluations by. Random Sample and Large District
Superintendents

Administrative Tasks,

Random Sample Large Districts
Time Importance Stress Time Importance Stress

Rank
Mean

Ratin &*

Mean
Rating* Rank

Mean
Rating*

Mean
Rating*

Public relations 6 3.81 3.20 4 3.86, 3.37
Planning and administering the
bet

2 4.00 3.30 3 4:01 3.36

*Persbnnel tasks (recruitment,

negotiations, etc.)
1 3.90 3.73 6 3.68 3.54

School, board relations/activi-
ties

3 3.99 3.62 1 4.19 4.05

Program development and 4 3.8,6 2.92 2 3.93 2.85
improveMents

1

St dent fair

1)/

7 3.34 2.71 7 3.11 2.63
Ot er administrative tasks** 5 3.28 3.86 5 4.07 3.85

1

* Ratings were based on a five-point scale with five being high.
.40

14 Identified most frequently were office routine and government reports, transpor-
tatiorrand'Irhysical plant concerns, staff development, legal affairs, and
administrative supervision.

'Correlation matrices (Spearman rho) showing relationships among the railings

of tgp administrators in public and private colleges and universitites, a cross

section of the nation's school districts, and in the nation's 200 most populous

districts4pear in Table 26.

The correlations obtained support the conclusion that funding sources primarily

determine task evaluation responses. As can be seen in Table 26, the relationships

observed between the ratings emanating from public colleges and universities and
0
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Table 26 Intercorrelgtions Among Task Evaluations by Top Administrators in
Educational Institutions

Evaluation/Group 1 2 3 4

Time Consumption: ,

1. Public college and university presidents, 1.000
,t

.214 .714 .607

2. Private college and university presidents .214 1.000 .071 .643

3. Randomly selected superintendents .714 .071 1.000 .321

4. Large district superintendents .607 .643 .321 1.000

Task Importance:
1. Public college and university presidents 1.000 ,

.

-.143 .750 .464

2. Private college and university presidents -.143 ,,--1.000 -.179 .714

3. Randomly selected superintendents .750 -.179 1.000 464

4. Large district superintendents .464 .714 .464 \.000

Stress Potential:
1.. Public college and university presidents 1.000 .321 .536 .429

2. PirivaA college and university presidents .321 1.000 .464 .321

3. .Randomly selected superintendents .536 .464 1.000 .857

-4. Large district superintendents .429 '.321 .857 1.000

those representing the two groups of public school superintendents were considerably

closer in all three areas than the relationship observed between the ratings of

presidents in public and private colleges and universities. This was particularly

true in the case of task importance ratings where negative correlations were obtained

in comparing the ratings of private institutional representatives with those of the

heads of public colleges and universities and randomly selectet auperintendents in

the'public schools. Contrasting sharply with this observation (and virtually

unexplainable) was the fact that the correlation between large distridt findings

and those for private institutional presidents was higher than those found in

comparing the former group's'ratings with those of representatives of the other

two groups of public institutions.

Overall the highest degree of agreement Was found between the various

groups' stress potential ratings.

Comparisons pf Time Management Ratings

Although no provisions were made for identifying the actual time spent in
. -

carrying out the administrative tasks identified, ordinal time consumption

rankings were obtained both frdm college and university presidents and'frbm

superintendents in public school districts. The time consumption ranks achieved

31



by the ratings of the four comparison groups are shown inTable 27.

30

Table 27 %%Ordinal C61parisons of the Time Allocated tq Selected Administrative
Tasks .

Administrative Tasks

Time Consumption Ranks
. .

College/University
Presidents

Public School
Superintendents

Public
Institutions

Private
Institutions

Random
Sample

Large
Districts

Alumni affairs and fund raining
(presidents) /public relations
(superintendents)*

7 1 6 4

Planning aide administering the budget 1 2 2 3
Personnel tasks (recruitment, nego-
giations, etc.)

4 6 ,1 6

Governing board relations/school
board relations

3 4 3 1

Program development and improvements 2 3 4 2
Student affairs 6 7 7 7
Other administrative,tasks* 5 5

. 5 5

* The tasks combined in these areas are incompatible; the only meaningful comparisons
are those made directly between college administrator groups and those made
directly between superintendent groups.

As can be seen in Table 27, considerable agreement was found in the time

consumption ranks achieved by the various comparison groups, especially in the \e

areas ofplanning and administering the budget, program development and improvements,

and student affairs. The greatest disparity was observed between college_and uni-
.

'versify presidents in the area of alumni affairs and fund raising with a(171.; edge

going to the administrators of private institutions. Random sample superintendents

appeared to devote considerably more time to personnel tasks than the other

three administrator groups; And large district superintendents appeared to

devote more time to boardrelations than any of the other groups.

Of the directly comparable administrative' tasks, more agreement was found

in the rankings of student affairs than with any other administrative task.

None of the four comparison groups rated this area higher than sixth among

the seven areas studied:'

.

Comparisons of Task Importance Ratings

Table 28 summarizes comparison of task importance ratings by the four

comparison groups: publiq college and university ptesidents, presidents of

32
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private insigutions, random sample public school districtlIsuperintendents,

and large district superintendents., -

able 28 Statistical Comparisons of Mean Task Importance Rat

31

'Administrative Tasks

-'College /University
Presidents

Public'School

Su erintendents
1

Public

Institutions

2

Pri ate
Institutions

3

Random
Sample

4

Large
Districts

Alumni affairs,and fund raising
(presidents)/public relations
(superintenddnts),**

(-2), (i+ 1 ) (0) (0)

planning and administering the budget (+2,3) (-1) (-1) (0)
Personnel tosk (recruitment; nego-
tiations, etc.) '

(+2) (-1,3) (+2) (0)

Governing board relations/school
board relations

(0) (0) (0) (0)

Program development and improvements (+2,3) (-1) (-1) (0)

Student affairs (0) (0) (0) (0)

Other administrative sks ** (0) (0) (-4) (+3)

* Symbols should be interpreted as fdr.ows: (+) shows which groups' ratings (by
column number) are exceeded st§ttistically by that group's mean rating; (-) indi-
cates which groups' mean ratings (by column number) are statistically superibr
to that group's mean rating; (0) indicates that no statistically significant
differences were observed.

** The tasks combined in these areas are incompatible; the only meaningful compari-
sons are those made directly between college administrator groups and those made
directly between superintendent groups. Other intergroup differences are not
shown in the tab4.

As noted in the table, comparisohs between presidents' and superintendents' ratings

were nof`feasible in the areas of alumni affairs/public relations and other
<-<\

administrative tasks due to the fact that they represent incompatible combinations.

Therefore, the comparisons presented in these areas were confined to those for

related groups.

It can 1)/ s n in the table that public college and university administrators

attached greater importance to_personnel tasks than private institutional presi-

dents. And they rated program development and improvements of higher importance

than did either private college and university presidents or random sample

superintendents.

The task importance ratings of private college and university presidents

exceeded those by der administrative groups in one area, that being alumni
a

33
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affairs an fund raising which they considered significantly more important than

theJr colleagues in public colleges and universities.

Taski.mportance ratings by superintendents showed statistical super city 4n

two instances. Random sample superintendents rated personnel tasks of gr ater

presidentsimportance than private institutional presidents did, and large district super-
,

) intendents viewed other administrative tasks as being more important than'elid

their random sample coOnterparts. Among superintendents, other administrative

tasks largely were defined as office routine and governmental reports. '

Stress Potential Ratings

Like comparisons were made between the four groups/ stress potential

ratings fof.the various tasks. The results appear in Table 29 (gee page32 ).

Table 29 Statistical Comparisons of Stress Potential Ratings*

Administrative Tasks

Alumni affairs and fund raising/
public relations

Planning and administering the budget
Personnel tasks (recruitment, nego-

tiations, etc.)

College/University
Presidents

Public School
Superintendnets

1 2 3' .4

Public E'rivate Random Large
Institutions Instit0+6me Sample District

(-2) (+1) ((Q (0)

(+3,4) 10+3,4) (-1,2) (-1,2)

-(0) (0-3) +2). (0)

Governing board relations/school (+2) (-4)

board relations
Program development and improvements

Akeent affairs

r administrative tasks**

(-1,3,4) (+2) (-4) (+1,2,3)

(0) (0) (0) (0)-

(+3,4) (0) (-1) ( -1)

(0) (0) (0) (0) /

* Symbols should be interpreted a follows: (+) shows which groups' ratin (by

column number) are OeCeed statist ly by that group's mean rating; ( ) indi4
cates which groups' mean ratings (by co number) ara statistically error -

to that group's mean rating; (0) indicates
differences were observed.

** The tasks combined in khese areas are incompatible; the-tnly meaningful compari-
sons are those made directly between college administrator groups and those made).
directly between superintendent groups. Other intergroup differences' are not
shown in the table.

hat no statistically significant,

In summary, presidents of public colleges and universities associated

greater stress than either group of superintendents with planning and

administering the budget and student affairs. they also perceived governing

board relations as being more stressful than private institutional presidents

did.
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A direct split was found between the opinions of higher edUcation dminis-
.

trators and superintendents on the amount of stress associated ,iith planning/

and administering the budget. Private college and university presidents, just .

as their colleagues in public institutions did, rated this area significantly

re stressful than was the case with either group of superinterkdents. Priyate

i stiiueional presidents also associated greater stress with alumni affairs and

fund raising than did public college and university presidents.

The8ress potential ratings of ra dom sample superintendents exceeded

those by private college and university residents in two areas: personnel

tasks and governing board (gthool board) relations. The only area perceived to

.be more stressful by large district superintendents Was governing board (schdol

board) relations; this group rated it signific'antly higher than each of the other

comparison groups.

Challenging Issues That Confront Institutions of Higher Education

Two items in the PROBE Institutional President Survey focused upon the issues

that confront institutions of higher education. The first of these required

survey participants to identify, In the order of their importance, the three

most challenging issues confronting their institutions ar the time.the survey,

was taken (February,1980).' The second item required survey respondents to name

two other issues that they felt would present serious challenges to their institd-1

tions in the next ten years.

Comparisons in this.area also have been confined to the presentation of

findings based on the reports of respondents representing' the two subgroups

based on institutional sponsorship (public and private). The current Issues
, ...

identified appeaf in Table 23. (see page 34).
.0 .

Current Issues
. .

As can be seen in the table, complete agreement between the subgroups repre.=

senting public and'private institutions was found only on the top two issues- -

inflation and financial concerns aneconceYns related to declining enrollment- -

and on the problem ranked sixth, changing mission and purpose. With those

exceptions, considerable variability was ovserVed in the relative importan

Zeassociated with the issues identified by the two groups. Despite the vi? birity

. apparent, 'a signifier positive relationship was in the form of rank difference
. 0,

correlation elicited '(rho a. .567, p4.01).

35
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Table 23 Cr,Itical Issues Currently Confronting Colleges and Universities as Identified by President f Those Institutions.

Isswes'i

Public Institutions
(n 202)

Private Institutions
(n 325)

Combined Groups

(n _ 527)

Rank
Response
Percent* Score** Rank

Response.

Percent* Score** "Ran

Response

Score**

Inflation and financial concerns 1 , 65.3 317 1 63.7 493 1 64;3 810

Enrollment declines / recruitment and
retention

2 49.0 212 2 66.2 482 2 59.6 694

Program development and improvements 3 38.6 136 4 32.9 169 3 35.1 , 305

Endowment and fund raising 15 6.9 23 3 37.5 257 4 25.8 28b

Changing mission and pu

ritr:Program maintenance/reorga ization

in response to inflation and
enrollment

l

5

4

18.8

18.8

75

79

5

.\

6

17.5

11.4

101

83

.$

6

18.0

14.2

176

162

Other miscellaneous issues/ If 6 13.4 51 9.5 7.7 39 7 9.9 90

Facility developmefit and improvements 12 7.4 29 6 ' 9.8 46 8 8.9 75

Governmental/legal regulations and
interference

10 9.9 33 9.5 7.7 39 9 8.5 72

Maintaining unique, independent/
thrusts (liberal arts, religion,
etc.)

19.5 0.0 0 7 9.8 68 10 6.1 68

Faculty recruitment/retention 14 6.9 28 11 7.r 38 11 7.0 66

Faculty and Ident morale 11 8.9 29 13 6.5 34 12 7.4

Faculty development 13 8.9 28 12 7.1 34 13 7.8 62

Public relations 9 4,4 38 15 4.9 24 14 6.6 62

Governing board relations 7 11.9 43 17 3.7 18 15 6.8 61

Faculry militancy and unionis, 8 10.4 38 16 3.4 20 16 6.1 58

Faculty salary parity 17 5.0 18 14 4.9 25 17 4.9 43

Staff reduction and tenure
considerations

16 75.0 20 2& 1.2 7 18 2.7 27

Energy concerns 18 1.5 5 19 2.5 10 19.5 2.1 15

Interinstitutional competition and
rivalry

19.5 0.0 18 3.4 15 19.5 .15

1
Permintage of respondents in each categp who

-e,

ry tifilttl each issue among the top three confronting their institutions.

** Scores core accumulated'On tha,bapis 3 points fo each top -finking response, 2 points for each scond ranking
response, and 1 point for each thiid ng response\

Issues theeldid not conform to other categories among the more frequent ones were athletics and Title IX (6), improved
management, (61, and temporarily increasing enrollment (3).

36
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The proportions 9f respondents who identified each issue among the top three

concerns of their institutions were compared with Fisher's z ratio. Significantly

greater proportions of the respondents who represented public institutions were

found to have identified governing board relations, faculty militstcy and unionism,

. and staff reduction and tenure considerations among their top three choices. On

the other side of the ledger, enrollment concerns, endowment and fund,raising,

maintaining unique, independent thrusts (liberal arts, religion, etc.), and

interinstitutional competition and rivalry were identified with significantly

greater frequency by, respondents fromrivate institutions. (All differences

reported were significantatt the .01 level.)

Two of these differences deserve further explanation. Even though both

eval-

uations

identified governing board reiattions as a problem, the thrust of these eval-

uations appeared to differ as well as the emphases. Whereai responses from public

institutions appeare 4 to focus on potential financial benefits, the majority of

those from private institutions were concerned with church affiliations or

with the identification of active, competent trustees. Secondly, the maintenance

of unique independent thrusts was a problem identified only in the private
,p,

sector. For the most p'art, this problem focused on twotrends: the secularization

of educational interests and the inc easing client demand for vocational training

at the expense of liberal arts programs.

Score totals'(based on three points for first responses, two points for

second responses, and one point for third responses) show that inflation and

financial concerns and enrollment considerations far outrank all the other issues

identified in both groups except for endowment and fund raising in the private

institution subgroup.

. For all practical purposes, half or more of the twenty current problems

listed could be construed to be based on financial considerations. Among the

top ten problems identified by presidents of public institutions, at /east

four are strongly related to financial considerations (numbers indicate M

ranks) (1) inflation and financial concerns; (2) enrollment considerations;

(4) program maintenance/reorganization in effponse to inflation and enrollment

decli and ($) fagulty mtlitancy and unionism. In fact, if one were to r-
.

incl de more subtle relationships, other miscellaneous issues is the only one

of the top ten problems (number six) that would be omitted.
r

In the top ten problems Identified by presidents of private institutions,

filie were closely related to Xiscal concerns. They, were: (1) inflation and.
...

r."

financial cofterns; (2) enrollment considerations; (3) endowient and fund

raising; (6),,program maintenance/reorganization in response to inflation and

117
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declining enrollments; and (8) facility development and imprOvements. As with

responses fro.* public institutions, if more obscure fiscal relationships were

encompassed, nine of the-top ten problems1 would be included.

Following fiscal concerns in importance among the current problems identified

were those related to planning and program considerations and faculty improvement

and renewal interests. Problems related to the former area were changing mission .

and purpose, program development and improvements, and program maintenance in

response to inflation and enrollment. Representing faculty improvement and

renewal intelesta-were faculty recruitment /retention, faculty and student morale,

faculty development; faculty salary parity, and staff reduction and tenure

considerations.

Future Issues

The findings related to the survey item that requested that respondents identify

two other issues that would present serious challenges to"their institutions in the

next ten years are summarized in Table 24 (see page 37).

As is evident in the table, the same twenty problem categories were used in

summarizing findings regarding future issues. Considerable agreement was found

in the ratings of current and future issues as evidenced by rink difference

correlations (Spearman rho). Between the two groups of ratings for public

institutions the correlation was .811; it was somewhat lower for ratings in rivate

institutions (rho = .744). The correlation observed between the ratings or

public and private institutions on future issues_(rho = .488) was slightly lower .

than found between their ratings for current issues. (rho = .567).

Just as with current issues, fiscaliv related concerns headed the list of

future issues, but changing mission and purpose and governmental/legal regulations

and interference moved into the top four ratings for both subgroups. The top

I
five futur issues iripublid institutions were: (1) inflation and financial

- .

concerns; (2) changing mission and Purpose; (3) enrollment considerations;

(4) governmental/legal regulations and interference; and (5) program development

and improOpents.

The top five ranking future issues in private institutions were: (1) enroll-
.

munt considerations; (2) inflation and financial concerns; (3) governmental /legal

regulations and interference; (4) changing mission and purpose; and (5) endowmeny

and fund raising.

Greater change was evident in ratings for private institutions. Among the

most noteworthy 'advances .between the rankings of current and future problems were

made in the areas of governmental/legal nulations and interference (from a
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Table 24 Issues That College and University Presidents Believe Will Present Serious Challenges to Their Institutions

In-the Next Ten Years

Public Institutions
n 189

Private Institutions
n -307

Combined Groups

(n 496)

i

°Issues

'

Rank
Response
Percent* Score** Rank

Response
Percent*

.

Score**
Response

Rank, Percent* Score**

Enrollment declines/recruitment and
retention

3

.

21.7 109 1 30.6 252 1 '" 27.2 361

Inflation and financial cencerps .k17- 1 31.7 151 2 26.4 200 2_ 28.4 351

Changing mission and purpose 2 27.5 129 4 14.7 116 3 19.6 245

Governmental/legal regulations and 4 13.2 62 3 21.8 178 4 18.5 240

Interference

Endowment and fund raising 15 4.8 22 5 15.6 109 5 11.5-I31
...

facility development and improvements 9 7.4 38 6 11.7 '92 6 10.1 130

Program development and improvement% 5 11.1 52 8 8.5 68 7 9.5 120

Program maintenance, reorganization 7 10.6 48 11 6.8 52--"'8 H.3 100

in response of inflation and
enrollment

e ..,

Faculty militancy and unionism 6' 10.6 50 12 6.2 49 9 7.9 99

Other miscellaneous issues# 8 9.5 44 15 5.2 37 10 6.9 81

Maintaining unique, independent
thrusts (liberal arts, religion,
etc.)

20 0.0 0 7 , ' 10.1'

.

sok

.

11 6.3 80

Energy concerns 14 4.8 23 9 7.2 56 12 6.3 79
----

Faculty development 13 5.3

.

27 13 6.5 46 13 6.0 73

Interinstitutional competition and
rivalry

or -

16 4.2 21

A

14 5.2 39 14 4.8 60

Faculty recruitment /retention 19 1.1 5 10 6.8 54 15.5 4.6 59

-

Staff reduction.and tenure
considerations

.

12 5.8 31 16 3.9

.

28 15.5 4..A 59

Faculty and student morale 10 7:91 34 18.5 2.9 22 '17 4.8 56

.
t

Public relations-1 11 6.9 34 20 2.9 21 18 4,4 55

Governing board relations,ano'
governance

. '17 3.7 17 18.5
.

2.9 22 19 3.2 39

Faculty salary parity 18 2.1 9 17 . 2.9 24 20 2.6 33

* Percentage of respondents in each category who identified each issue among'the two theft will confront their institutions

in the next ten years.

** Scoria' were accumulated on the basis of 'points for each top ranking response and 1 point fot each second ranking

response.

. A

. 0 Issues that did not conform to °that categories.
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tie for ninth to third place)y energy, concerns (ffom, nineteenth to ninth), faculty

militancy and 'unionism (from sixteenth to twelfth), staff reduction and tenure

considerations (from twentieth to sixteenth), and interinstitutional competition

and rivalry (from eighteenth to fourteenth). Noteworthy changes in the other

direction were program development and improvements (from fourth to eight),

program maintenance /reorganization in response to inflation and enrollment (from

sixth to eleventh), other miscellaneous issues (from a tie for ninth to

fifteenth), faculty and student morale (from thirteenth to a tie for eighteenth),

and public relations (from fifteenth to twentieth). (All differences reported

were significant at the .01 level.)

Summary and Conclusior0

1

The PROBE Survey of IlnstiNonal Presidents was conducted(during the 1979-1980

academic year. The survey was designed to accomplish four major objectives:

(1) the collection of demographic data; (2) the identification and evaluation of

eesriences included in the incumbents' professional backgrounds; (3) the

evaluation of selected administrative tasks in terms of time consumption,

importance and stress potential, and (4) the identification of challenging issues

confronting educational institutions -- now and in the future.

Invited to participate in the survey were the ranking officers of 1345'

colleges and universities in the United State's. Of these, 481 were public insti-

tutions and 864 were.under private sponsorship.

A one-page, self-mailing questionnaire was employed for data collection. It

was circulated in two mailings; the first in late October with a follow-up dispatch

in' late January.

Survey Response >

. .

'A total of 544 completed questionnaires were returned, an,overall response
r.

rate of 40.4 percent. Respondents represented 266 public colleges and

universities (response rate 42.8 percent),and 336 private institutions (response,

rate a. 38.9 percent); two respondents failed to identify their institution's

sponsorship status. One hundred thirty universities and 407 colleges were

represented (seven failed to identify inStitutionaftypea).

Respondent Characteristics, Sex, and Tile

Responses from 477 males an -six females were included (one response

was not identified by sex). Regarding titles, 88.1 percent of the respondents

40
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and 5.8 pprcenthel

heid other titles and b.2 percent failed to

frequently mentioned under other tii-les.were

4

residentstof the institutions they represented,

t tle.of chapcelloi; 6.4 percent indicated that they

a

39

acting,chantellor or president, and provost.

Aogdemic Preparation

identify their positions. Most

dean or academic dean, vice-president,

Social science fields, which were identified by nearly one -third of the

respondents who supplied such information, dominated the neajor emphases at the ,

undergraduate) dasterNs, nd terminal degrep levels. At the baccalaureate

level, the top fiye areas of major study were: (1) social science fields (33.1

percent); (2) English /language arts (L3.4 percent); (3) natural sciences (1.6
.

percent); (4 and 5) general education and .philosophy (each with 7.2 percent)t :

At the master's, degree level,
.

the top five were: (1)56.al science fields

(25.4 Percent); (2) general education (17.9 percent); (3) Aligh/language arts

(9.6 percent); (4) religion/therogy (4.5 percent); and psychology (6.5,percent).

111111

And at th# terminal degree'ieveI, t of majors was headed by: (1)
.

social science fields' percent); (2) specified administration (14.61kccent);,
..'

(3) education (14.5 percent); (4)-psychology (8.4 percent); and English/language

arts (7.8 percent).- The terminal degrees earned most frequently were the Ph.D.

O (81.3 percent) and the Ed.D. (15.7 percent).
1

-.,

Professignal Experien4lEvaluations . t
.

__---

Seventeen'differenttypes of experiences in four categories -- teaching,

public service, professional practice, and adminatration -- were evaluated as0,-.3

4

preparational expe414ce'd for college and university presidencies. TO five

most commem experiences shared by respondents And the percentage of them who

had had these
gg

experiences follow: (1) teaching in post-secondary institutions

(81 percent); (2) deanships in higher' education (55.4 percent); (3) vice-

Presidencies in higher educatioQ (45.9 percent); (4)' chairmanships Ofpost-

secoa.clarya_tidemic departments (44.1 percen0; and (5) teaching in secondary

schools (37.5 percent).

Formal preparation for edu ational administration was represented by-
4.academic training in educationa administlation that led to a degree antr

cartification, aud by administrative internships in .post-secondary education.
,

These experiences were shared by 32.3 and 13.3 percent of the respondeng

reape'tive .'"----..
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t
The five experiences perceived by respondents as prOViding the most

valuable preparation for institutional presidencies, in order of perceived

lirrtancg, were: (1) vice-presidencies in higher education; (2) deanships in
. . .

higher education; (3) teaching in postsecondary institutions; 11.) other

40
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gdministratiVe experieAtes; and (5) managerial'positions in business and industry. N,

/Identified mast frequently under other administrative experiences were other

institutional presidencies, assistant to president, and chancellor.

The two formal preparational experiences -- administrative internships in
4

higher education and academic training in educational administration -- rated

eighth and tenth respectively. They were in a virtual tie with theological

experience which ranked ninth.
,

Statistical examination (with 6uncaes new multiple range test) of the
v. 4. -

overall results, reveelpd-that both administrative internships and academtt

training in educational administration were exceeded in importance as prepara-

tional experiences by the four highest r anking experiences (vice-presidencies,

deanships, post-secondary teaching, and other adMinistrafive experiences). In

turn, these two formal preparational experiences exceeded the fourrwest ranking

experiences, namely: (14) teaching in secondary schools; (15) health practices

(dentistry,4medicine, veterinary medicineki (16) elective public office; and

(17) teaching in elementary schools.

Like comparisons among other subgroupf based on sponsorsDip (public and

private), institutional status (colleges and univerpitiesand sex revealed only

minor departures from overall findings; except in the case of the female subgroup

whe the low sample number (n .. 66) deterred the elicitation of significante/
. , .

findi s. In that subgroup, academic training in educational administration

exceeded g`fiily elementary teaching in'importance; and administrative internships

Were /ted significantly hiiher than.both.elementary and secondary teaching

`11.0.(p 4!'.01 all kestances). No experiences were rated significantly higher than

academic training and internships in this subgroup.
,

Evaluation of Administrative Tasks ed

J-Ar r

Six groups of administrative tasks plus "other" were evaluated from three

difference perspectives: from the standpoint of time consumption; in terms of
11.

.functional priority (importance to overall job performance); and according to .
stress potential (the degree to which they tax physical and emotional reserves).

al
'time to rather distinct differencesin the responses from representativesof

public institutions and ENKse from.privaie colleges and udiversities, meaningful

_
.

--...(

.

comparisons were confined to those subgroups for the most part.
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However, limited investigations based on sex and institutional status

variables (colleges and universities) were made. They revealed that university
2

. presidents placed greeter priority on program development and improvement and

associated more stress with governing board relations than their college

counterparts. These differences may well have been linked to sponsorship

status, hoever. The only significant sex-linked variable was found in the

fact that female presidents associated less stress with student affairs than malyr

Time Management

Among responses from public colleges and universities the tasks examined

were ranked in the following order according to time consumption: (1) planning

and administering the budget; (2) program development and improvements;

(3) goveining board relations (regents, trustees,. legislative groups, etc.);

(4) personn l tasks (recruitment, negotiations, etc.

tasks*; (6) student affairs; and (7) alumni affairs

Representatives of private institutions Itanked

)4 (5) other administrative

and %Ind raising.

them at follows: (1) alumni

affairs and fund raising; (2) planning and administering the budget; (3) program

developtperr and improvementa; (4) governing board relations; (5) other'admini-

strative tasks*; (6) personnel tasks; and (7) student affairs. The.rank diffeience

correlation was only .214 between the time consumption ranks of the two subgroups.

Task Importance
a .

The ranks 'achieved by the task importance ratings of the, public institution

, .-,1( subgroup were identical to those for time consumption. The responses from

private institutions placed them in the following order.on the basis of their

perceived importance: (1) other administrativeLtasks; (2) alumni affairs and

fund raising; (3) governing board relations; (4) planning and administering the

budget; (5) program development and improvements; (6) personnel"'tasks; and (7)

student affairs.

Orthogonal t ratio comparisons revealed that presidents of private institutions

ced significantly more importance on alumni affairs and fund raising than.those

from public colleges and universities. Conversely, public institutional repre+

r- 46entatives*raied planning and administering the budget, personnel tasks, and

program development and improvements significantly higher t)an their counterparts

in private institutions.

*Identified most frequently in this area were public relatiohs and civic affars,
general/routine administration, administrator and faculty relations, and long-
range planning.
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Intragtoup comparisons with Duncan's new multiple range teat revealed that

the presidets...of both public'and priVate institutions perceived governing board

relations, planning and administering the budget, and program develOpment and

-improvements to be significantly more important to their overall functioning

than.their handling of student affairs. They also rated planning and admini-

staring the budget as being Significantly more important than personnel tasks.

The major disagreeMent between these groups was found in,the importance

attached to alumni affairs and fund raising., It was rated significantly less

important than all othet tasks by the-public institution subgroup, and it was .

ranked second in importance by the private college and university subgroup where

it rated signif tly higher than program developaient and, mprovements,)

personnel tasks, and student affairs.

Stress.Potdgiial.

The streApotential ratings of public institutional presidents ranked the

tasks in the ftSllowing order: (1) planning and administering the budget;

(2) govaining'boar4 relations; (3) personnel tasks; (4) other administrative,

tasks;,45) program development and improvements; (6) student affairs; and

(7) alumni affairs and ftAid raising.

TherankPachieved in the stress potential ratings of private institutional-

respondents were (1) planning,and'administering the budget; (2) alumni affairs
-

aud fund raising; (3)other administrative tasks.; X4) personnel tasks; (5-)

Overninebolgd relations; (6) program.development and improvements; and

(7), studdaaff+rf.

OttlifogOnal t ratio comparisons revealed only two significant differences in

the stress potential ratings'of the P40 groups: private institutional presidents

indicated that alumni affairs and fund raising more stressful, and ptiliic

institutional p'residents associated significantly greater stress,th

goierning board relations (pat .01).

V

,.6

In summary of intragroup stress potential ratings, both the public and

private subgroups indicated that three groups of tasks r- planning and admini-

steriRg the budget, governing board relations, and personnel tasks -- were'
.

significantly more stressful than student affairs and program development and

improvements.

The major diScripancy between the two groups of respondents regarding strew

again lay-tn the area of alumni affairs and fund raising. The mean stress

44.,
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potential rating-for this area in the public institution subgroup was signifi-

cantly loVer-ttan those for all other tasks. Among private institutional

respondents, alumni affairs and fundraising ranked second in stress potential,

and it was viewed as being significantly more stressful than governing board

relations, program development and improvements, and student affairs.

Generally, the more closely a task is associated with fiscal matters and

funding sources, the greater the tiMe,importance and stress associated with

it.

Challenging Issues That Confront
Institutions,of Highr Education

-60

The challenging issues confronting the nation's-colleges and universities

were investigated from two different angles. First, respondents were asked to

identify, in order of importance, the three most challenging issues confronting

their institutions at the time the survey was taken. Secondly, they were asked-._

to identify two additional issues that would seriously challenge their insti-
. 4_

tutions in the next ten years.

Twenty problem categories were identified, and nearly hallof these were

d irectly related to financial concerns. Although they overlapped to some degree,

almost all the issues could be assigned within three categories: (1) fiscal

and funding-concerns; (2) planning and program considerations; and (3) concerns

related to faculty development and renewal.

Just as with task evaluations, problem stings were tied closely to .

sponsorship' status the sources of operatin fundS% As a result, analysis in

this area alsc) were confined to examining similar es-and differences in the

reports of public and private institutional representatives.

Current Issues.

Agreement between subgroups was found only on the top two issues -- inflation

and financial concerns and enrollment declines /recruitment and retention -- and the

fifth place issue which was changing mission and purpose.

The ten most hallenging current issues identified by the presidentsof

were:colleges a iversities were: (1) inflation and financial concerns;

(2) enrollment concerns; (3) program development .improvements; (4) program

maintenance/reorganization in response to inflati and enrollment; (5) changing

mission and purpose; (6) other miscellaneous issues; (7) governing board relations;
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4

(8) faculty Iddlitancy and unionism; (9) public relations; and (10) governmental/

regulations atiZ interference.
P

Among the rating by representatives of private institutions, the top ten

11
problems identified w re: (1) inflation and financial concerns; (2) enkollment

considerations; (3) endowment and fund raising; (4) program development and
.

improvements; (5) changing mission and purpose; (6) program maintenance/reorgani-

zatton in response to inflation and enrollment; (7) maintaining unique, independent

thrusts (liberal arts, religion, etc.); (8) facility development and improvements;
Ar-

,(tied for ninth) governmental/legal regulations and interference, and other

miscellaneous issues. 7
Comparisons between groups revealed that significantly greater proportilns

of public institutional ippresentatives identified governing board relations,

faculty militancy and unionism, and staff reduction and tenure considerations

among the three most challenging issues confronting their institutions.

Significantly greater proportions of private institutional representatives

identified enrollment concerns, endowment and fund raising, and maintaining

unique, independent thrusts (liberal arts, religion, etc.). (All differences

were significant at the .01 level.)

The latter concern was a problem unique to private institutions. By and

large, it was a two-faceted problem embodied by growing educational secularism

and the presence of greater emphases on vocational training to the detriment

of liberal arts.

Future Issues

In moving from current to

in the elevated importance of

changing mission and purpose,

4

future issues, noteworthy shifts were identified

governmental/legal regulations and interference,

faculty Militancy and unionism, and energy concerns.

Ranked highest among the top ten future issues ideAfied by presidents of

public colleges and universities were: (1) inflationoand financial concerns;

(2) changing'sission and purpose; (3) enrollment concerns; (4) governmental/legal

regulations and interference; (5) program development and improvements; (6) faculty

militancy and unionism; (7) program maintenance/reorganization in response to

inflation and enrollment; (8) other miscellaneous issues) (9) facility development

and limprovements; and (10) faculty and student morale. ,

In the subgroup representing private institutions, the top ten future issues

identified wee: (1) enrollment concerns; (2) inflation and financial concerns;

46
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(3) governmental/legal regulations...410 interference; (4) Changing mission and

purpose; (5) endowment and raising; (6) ilee.klitTdeveldpment and improve-
.

manta; (7) maintaining unique, independent thrusts; (8) program development

40 and improvements; (9) energy concerns; and (10) faculty recruitment/retention.

Intergroup comparisons revealed that greater proportions of public

college and university presidents identified.changing mission and purpose

among their top two future concerns. Significantly greater proportions of

private college and university presidents identified enrollment concerns,

endowment and fund raising, and maintaininglunique, independent thrusts among

their top two choices.

44
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'Discussion

Ond of the first things one notices in examining the findings of the PROBE

Institutional President Survey is the dearth of females who occupy college and

university presidencies, especially in public institutions. Only sixty-six

of the 544 respondents were women (12.1 percent) and sixty-one of these were from

private institutions. Obviously, much progress remains to be made if women are

to achieve a reasonable share Of the top leadership positions in higher education.

Education and Job Preparation

Another interesting statistic was the fact thkt less than half of the

nation's college and university presidents who responded to the survey had been

expo' to formal administrative training. At the terminal degree level, only

about thirty percent of the respbndents reported having earned degrees in areas

allied with some form of administration (business administration, higher

education: nnepecific administration). And none of the respondents reported

having earned terminal degrees in educational administration per se.

From the standpoint of professional experiences, howelverY32.2 percent of

the respondents indicated that they had/participated in academic training in

education administration that led plOA degree and/or certification. An

additional 13.3 percent indic ted that they had participated in administrative

internships in post-secondary education, but no provisions were made to identify

how many of these experiences overlapped with or were components of academic

administrative training programs.
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But one of many ironies in the field of education is the absent of certi-

fication requirements for college and university presidencies. A ante at, he

"Bulletin Board" in the Chronicle of Higher Educatill;rrev that the most

common requirements for such positions according to the advertisements are an

earned terminal degree, evidence of scholarly excellence in one's field, and
, .

administrative experience in higher education.

Pointing up the irony of the situation are the stringent certification

requirements imposed by all states for the attainment of elementary school
\

principalships while no such requirements exist for leadership positions in the

country"a largest, most compl$x educational institutions" its colleges and

universities. How does one reconcile the fact that more pertinent academic '°

training is required for the principalship of "PriMrose Grammar School" than for

the presidency of "State U."? Itiappears that the regulatory agencies that

govern education may have overlooked something!

Or have they? Diredt, antecedent professional. experiences --vice-

presidencies, deanships, managerial positions in business or industry, and
,

chairing post-secondary academid departments could be expected to supercede

academic administrative training and administrative internships as preparational

experiences. ut how does one account for the fact that post-secondary teaching

IK
1.

experience, o er teaching experiences (military, adult education, and graduate

teaching), and theological experiences were identified by sdikesuspondents as

being equal or superior to formal administrative training as preparational

experiences:for presidencies in higher education? (Considering the gravity

of the problems facing institutions of higher edTaion, especially inflation,

declining enrollments,_ and public apathy, perhaps ;it is not too surprising that

theologidai training and experience are considered viable preparational

experiences. When all else fails, prayer may be the only alternative!)

II any event, one thing apptars certain: that the nation's universities'
A

must give much needed attention to upgrading programs designed for the prepa,pation

of leaders in higher education, th at the pre-service and in-service levels.

Based on other findings of the -ROBE BE Institutional Presidelitfkurvey relative to

administfative task evaluations and respondents' perceptions of the current and

future issues confronting higher education, it would appear that such efforts

could well be focused on the following conceins: fiscal responsibility; the

exploitation of traditional and nontraditional funding sources; alternatives for

meeting or staving off the effects pf enrollment declines; alternatives for the

4
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development of new missions, roles and programs (espeiially the that apply to

nontraditional students); the maintenance of institutional and program integrity

in the face of financial and governmental pressures; personnel considerations;

the promotion of positive public relations and confidence; and, where inevitable,

the effective management of decline.

Determined improvement efforts in the aforementioned areas by institutions

Which engage in the training of aspiring leaders in the field of higher education'

could perve to promote more effective and efficient leadership in the nation's

colleges and universities. Side benefits could also be the elevation of

prestige associated With such programs and subsequently, an improved source of

graduate admissions.

From`a facetious standpoint, in response to the findings of this study, the

alternative may be the introduction of higher education management techniques

into traditional preparational programs in the social sciences. Somehow, it

seems rather strange that the formal training of nearly a third (or more) of

the college and university presidents who reported was limited largely to social

science education (iest often history, political science, and economics).

While most learned persons would concede that knowledge of the past promotes

understanding of the future, at least as many probably'would agree that some

form of managerial training would be a desirable prerequisite for assuming the

leadership of society's rargest and most complex educational enterprises.

Have we not achieved the status of business and industry where "rising

through the ranks" has largely been supplanted by professional training for

leadership positions? Seemingly, advanced preparation and heightened sensitivities

that should result could serve to promote greater efficiency as one enters into

the profession; the vicarious, simulated, and direct experiences associated with 4

academic administrative training and internships should help one avoid at least

some of'the pitfalls associated with trial and error approaches.

.Before moving on, administrative internships are deserving of additional -

commentary. Although females rated internships somewhat higher (males rated

interships even lower than academic administrative training), such internships

still did not show the kind of superiority one would expect practical experience

opportunities to hold over academic Rreparation. This represents a rather

sighificant.departure from the-situation that often prevails at the undergraduate

level where practice teaching and other practicum experiences often are

considered among the more valuable aspects of preparational programs.
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It appears that administrative internships in higher education also are in

need of some refinements. Some additional' suggestions may be in order for both

academic, and internship training programs according to response differentials'

obsered in the course of the research which were associated with the

eponsorship status of the institutions represented, especially in the areas
I

of task evaluation and the identification of critical issues.

Regarding tporisorship status, it would appear appropriate that' aspirants`

for leadership positions in private colleges and universities be afforded oppor-

tunities to gain more experience in the area of development (alumni affairs,

fund raising, and endowment). Seemingly, their counterparts aspiring to

positions with public collleges and universities would profit more from greater

exposure in the realm of governing board relations. Both groups would profit

from involvement in activities pertaining to relations with faculty, with

governmental agencies, and with the public.

The only significant response difference between the sexes was found in

the fact that male college presidents associated greater stress with student

affairs than their female colleagues. Attention perhaps should be given to

the iecognitiOn and accommodation of this difference within leadership training

programs.

Administrative Task Evaluations

In approaching time management, job priorities, and the stress associated

with Bele ed administrative tasks in conjunction with'this research, it soon

became bvious that sponsorship status was the only truly viable basis for

drawl g comparisons. Other potential comparison groups based on enrollment

and i stitutional,status (colleges vs. universities) simply reflected, or were

conta nated by, the different characteristics of the responses by presidents of

public and private institutions. This phenomenon also carried over -into

analysis of the critical issues confront ng instit ions of higher education,

As a result, any effort directed towar mbining the responses of repre-

sentatives of public and private institutions would have produced virtually,

meaningless, misleading data-compromises. Therefore, comparisons in the areas

Of task evaluation and the critical issues Identified were confined Co

examinations of similarities and differences in the reports of these two major

groups.

Among task evaluations in terms of time management, job ,priorities

(importance)., and tares ,potentisl, sources of funding accounted for the

major differences betweenthe responses of representatives of public and

private institutions.'
50
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The presidents of public ingtitutions, which are largely dependent upon

legislative appropriations funneldd through governing boards as a source of

funds, rated governing board relations third in importance among the tasks

evaluated;'and second in terms oflitress potential. Private institutional

representatives also rated governing board relations third in importance but

fifth out of seven in stress. In turn; private institutional representatives

rated alumni affairs and fund raising (their major source of support) second
40

in both importance and stream. Thsir counterparts in public institutions rated

this task seventh (and last) in both importance and stress.

Student affairs proved to be'another matter. Public college and university

presidents rated this task'sixth,in all three areas--time consumption, impor-
v,..

tance, and stress. Private institutional representatives rated student affairs

seventh in all three instances.

The low position occupied by student affairs in the functional priorities

of college and university presidents probably should not be interpreted as

evidence of a lack of empathy and concern for students in light of the staffing

patterns generally characteristic of such institutions. Usually, a dean of

students or vice-president for student affairs is charged with respcgisibility

for student oriented functions.

However, as enrollment declines continue and the competition for students
1

mounts, it may be desirable for piesidents to take more active parts in student

affairs. Greater involvement with students and the improved via bility that

el.results may afford those institutions wAre administrators do,th s effectively

an edge in the competition for students and promote improved retention rates.

Critical Issues

If the findings of the PROBE surveys, both of institutional presidents and

district superintendents, are any indicatiOn -- and one cannot ignore the fact they

are -- both public and private educational institutions at all levels face a severe

financial crisis. This crisis is compounded by decreasing enrollment projections

which pieface the further erosion of financial support Uses.

The top two problems identified by both major groups of educational leaders

(college and university presidents and public school district superintendents)

were: (1) inflation and finanqial concerns; and (2) declining enrollment. Adding

impetus to the seriousness of these financial concerns was the fact that at least

half of the top twenty problems identified by college and university presidents

either were of financial origin or had financial implications.
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Growing problems, ranked third and, fourth among the future concerns/ college

and university presidents, were keeping pace with institutions' changing missions

and purposes,and the threat of governmental/legal regulations and interference.

The latter problem was similarly prominent among the concerns of district super-

intendents. Governmental restrictions and handicapped education requirements,

hut one form of governmental restriction, ranked third Land fourth among the

problems identified by.that group of educators.

Another prominent concern that was limited exclusively to the reports'of

private college and university presidents (it ranked seventh among current and

future challenging issues) was the preservation of theif institutions' unique,

independent ,thiusis. By and large, this referred to their ability tb resist

the secularlization of religion-based education, to withstand the encroachment

of vocational educational demands into the area of liberal arts, and to maintain

their independent approaches to education.

Although this problem was not cited by the administrators of public insti-

tutions, variations on its theme may well determine the course of education at

all levels in the United States in the future. Much depends upon 'how

administrators and the very fabric of the institutions themselves react to

competing alternatives in response to financial pressures and enrollment

declines.

At the heart of'the matter are the two major princi les upo which quality

demic freedom.education -- especially quality higher education -- is founded:

and program integrity. Will they persevere in the face of existing pressures, the

likes of which heretofore were unknown? Let us examine the threats posed in grSater

detail.

First, let us look at the problem of maintaining program integrity. It is

threatened both by financial pressures and enrollment declines largely because

students mean money in the form of tuition income, in the form of legislative

appropriations, or both. There are two ways to effect improved enrollment

figures -- to recruit more students and to improve retention raCes. More

students may be attracted in a variety of ways, a,number of which are less.than

desirable: one such way is the relaxation of enrollment standards; another the

easing of program requirements and grading standards; and yet another may be

the addition of new ess demanding courses of study. The latter two also may

serve to enhance the stuaent retention rate. However, barring sound educational

reasons for making such changes, program integrity is bound to be influenced

negatively.
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Posing another threat to program integrity may well be the heated competition

for nontraditional students generated by efforts to fill enrollment quotas. This

competition may involve any or all of the aforementioned enrollment boosting

oilikticec none of which can be expected to prove particularly desirable in

!lie long run.

.0/41

If permitted to grow unchecked, the fierc competition for students may
X

eventually dissolve traditional distinctions etween junior colleges, trade

schools, colleges, and universities. In the past, it seemed that many two-year

institutions sought fulfillment through the institution of pre-liberal arts

and pre-professional'programs. There is little doubt that many colleges and

universities today are considering (if- they have not already done so)_entry into
_....."'

the competition for students with two-year institutions by offering a variety of

vocational programs and other programs of limited scopes'- -- even those of an

"artsy-craftsy" nature. Another threat to program integrity that is becoming

more prevalent is the willingness of some institutions to indiscriiminately

certify credit for programs or workshOps conducted by outside agencies

exchange for sharing in tuition profits -: Often such arraniements involve

considerably less instructional time than is required by accrediting agencies.

That ie why they often prove attractive to teachers and others who re subject

to periodic credit requirements for recertification.

Unless carefully considered and evaluated, attempts to economize o ations

may also have negative influences on program integrity. Among the first program

aspects to go in the interest of economy may well be expensive laboratory

components and high cost programs with limited enrollments. Deferred maintenance

programs, reduced equipment,and material acquisitions, uncompetitive faculty

programsalaries, and staff reduction efforts also may hinder program quality. Especially

detrimental' may be the elimination of younger, untenured, competent fabulty

upon whose energy and enthusiasm rests the future of the institution and its

programs.

Posing a very real threat to both program integ rity and academic freedom

are the not-so-subtle influences exerted by the federal government through the

grants available from and the programs funded by its various agencies. While

such agencies seldom dictate what is to be taught from a

they do dictate what kinds of programs will be fund
(44
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'soft money" programs endure, the more restrictive the g

legislative standpoint,

Typically, the longer

uldelines beCome and the

less latitude there is to exercise local decision making, academic freedom, and

program quality determination. It ds very easy for institutions to fallAnto.
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the trap of proposing, designing, and conducting programs in which they have very

little genuine interest (and perhaps even less expertise) simply to attract grant

funds and, perhaps even more important, the substantive indirect costs that accrue

to sponsoring institutions. Institutions are especially vulnerable to such

influences in times of financial stress and enrollment declines.

Federally legislated requirements and, directives, such as Title IX, also

exaat atoll oz institutional solvency. Often, such requirements involve financial

demands far beyond what was anticipated. And all too frequently, institutions

are left to their own devices to answer these demands when federal funds are ,

not provided for. the implementation of legislated requirements.

Perhaps even greater threats to program integrity and academic freedom are

Presentedle more immediate sources of funds -- regents, trustees, directors,

legislative groups, and major benefactors. One cannot begin to estimate the

Compromises that must be made in order to meet economization directives and to
4

ensure the continuing availability of funds from such sources.
iv

Thus, we have taken a brief look of some of the problems' confronting

institutions of higher education and their administrators; we also have examined,

in a cursory miner, some of the competing influences that attend ther4 problems.

Questions remain regarding how individual institutions and their administrators

will approach these4and other problems, and how they will respond to the

influences that accompany them.

1. Will they be able to avoid compromising program integrity in the

interest of , economy and student recruitment and retention? If do,

'.how and to what degree?

. Will they be able to preserveacademic freedom in the face of competing

enrollment and financial pressures? If so, how and to what degree?

3. Will they be,able to resist undesirable influences and control by

governmental agencies and more immediate sources of financial support

as they strive for fiscal security? If so, how and to what degree?
4

It is, readily apparent that the top administrators in the nation's public

and private colleges and universities have the unenviable task of leading their

inktitutionftthroUgh a'period of crisis on courses fraught with many competing

alternatiyes, nOne,-6f which lack potentially Negative influences. It is

inevitable that some will fail -- hopefully, not many. Under the circumstances,

the prospect of the college or university presidencyalmoit brings to mind the

old adage often used in reference to jobs of such complexity: "Anyone who ,is

smart enough to handle the job probably is not stupid enough to take it!"

(source unknown)
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